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Green

Made in 
USA American Made

Smart Power

Built Strong

Easy Maintenance

Extreme Range

Ergonomics

MARKS DISTINCTIONof

Designed to be friendly to the environment, you won't  
find a greener solution than our zero emission vehicles.

All vehicles are assembled in Reedsburg,  
Wisconsin by skilled American workers.

With over 60 years of practical experience our  
power systems are the most intelligent in the industry.

We use the strongest materials in the industry  
to build vehicles that outlast the competition.

Our engineers hate "knuckle-busters", so they work  
hard to make our vehicles easy to service and maintain.

Our vehicles have all the range you need  
to get more done with power to spare.

Our design teams focus on making our vehicles 
the most comfortable to operate or ride in.

Columbia is proud of more than 60 years of success in the electric vehicle 
industry. As a member of the Nordic Group of Companies, you’re assured 
we are more than able to serve you today - as well as tomorrow. The Nordic 
Group of Companies is a family-owned, Wisconsin based business including 
Flambeau and Seats Incorporated - two leaders in the industries they serve.

ABOUT COLUMBIA

Legal Statement Features, options, specifications, color availability and 
model designations are subject to change without notice. Some vehicles  
are pictured with options that may be available at extra cost or may not be 
available on some models. Ask your dealer about the availability of options 
and verify that the vehicle you order includes the equipment you require.

 MAX SPEED = maximum speed the vehicle is designed to travel 

 RATED CAPACITY = total weight of the operator, passenger(s), options
 and payload that the vehicle is rated to carry

 TOWING = rolling load that the vehicle can tow on a flat / level surface
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Customize any of Columbia's standard models...
If our extensive range of options and accessories does not solve your 
transportation need we can customize any of our standard models to 
provide a working solution for you.

CUSTOM SOLUTIONS

 POWER PASSENGERS
MAX 

SPEED 
mph

  RATED   CAPACITY 
lb.

   TOWING 
lb.

QUICK SPECS
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P5E EAGLE 48V AC OR DC up to 4 25 750 -
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P4E LEGACY 48V DC up to 4 25 750 -

SM2 SUMMIT 2 48V AC OR DC 2 25 650 -

SM4 SUMMIT 4 48V AC OR DC 4 25 900 -

CR10 CHARIOT 12V DC 1 9 400 -
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EX21 EXPEDITER 24V  DC 2 8 750 up to 1000

MVP MULTI-VEHICLE PLATFORM MULTIPLE CONFIGURATIONS POSSIBLE - CONSULT FACTORY

BC2 PAYLOADER 48V AC OR DC up to 4 up to 17 up to 2400 up to 6500

BC3 PAYLOADER 48V AC OR DC up to 4 up to 13 3200 up to 10000

BC4 PAYLOADER 48V AC OR DC up to 4 12 up to 5200 up to 14000

C6 SHUTTLE 48V DC up to 6 up to 18 1100 -

IS12 STOCKCHASER 24V or 48V DC 1 up to 10 up to 1200 up to 6000

EU UTILITRUCK 48V DC 2 up to 18 up to 1100 up to 2500

SU5 SUMMIT UTILITRUCK 48V AC 2 up to 25 up to 1500 up to 1500

S15 SCOUT 48V AC 2 up to 18 1000 -
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 º Up to 1200 lb. capacity
 º Up to 6000 lb. towing
 º Extremely maneuverable
 º Pure electric power

 E
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 º 14 gauge steel body
 º 750 lb. rated capacity
 º 2 passengers
 º Pure electric power

 C
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 º 14 gauge steel body
 º 3 times faster than walking 
 º Fits through 30 inch doorway
 º Pure electric power

VEHICLES  WORKfor
Driven to work, Columbia vehicles are tough enough for expansive 
job sites, rugged terrain and extreme conditions, yet gentle on 
groomed turf. Wherever you work we have a pure electric working 
solution to help transport whatever your job demands.

Colleges/Universities | Campgrounds | Resorts | Parks | Manufacturing | Military Bases | Marinas | Hospitals | Warehousing | Zoos | Sporting Complexes | Cemeteries | Nurseries | Train Stations | Airports | Refineries | Government Facilities | Personal Transportation  

BUILD

OUR CUSTOMERS

YOUR OWN



Colleges/Universities | Campgrounds | Resorts | Parks | Manufacturing | Military Bases | Marinas | Hospitals | Warehousing | Zoos | Sporting Complexes | Cemeteries | Nurseries | Train Stations | Airports | Refineries | Government Facilities | Personal Transportation  
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 º Up to 5200 lb. capacity
 º Strongest frame in class
 º Hydraulic brakes
 º Pure electric power

AC

M
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 º Up to 6000 lb. capacity
 º Perfect customization platform
 º Available 14  passenger package
 º Pure electric power

AC
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 º Hard door cab available
 º Adjustable bucket seats
 º Dump bed available
 º Pure electric power

AC
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 º Short & long bed available
 º Adjustable bucket seats
 º Hydraulic brakes
 º Pure electric power

LSV

AC
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 º Short & long bed available
 º Up to 2400 lb. capacity
 º Diamond plate cargo deck
 º Pure electric power
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 º Up to 6 passengers
 º Indoor & outdoor operation 
 º Sun top & windshield available
 º Pure electric power

Colleges/Universities | Campgrounds | Resorts | Parks | Manufacturing | Military Bases | Marinas | Hospitals | Warehousing | Zoos | Sporting Complexes | Cemeteries | Nurseries | Train Stations | Airports | Refineries | Government Facilities | Personal Transportation  



VEHICLES  PRIVATE USEfor
Driven in gated communities, retirement villages, or to the golf course 
our line of private use vehicles provides the best array of color, seating, 
accessory and style options so your vehicle will be 
the envy of the neighborhood the moment it arrives.

LSV – One or more versions  
 of this vehicle are  
 available as a low 
 speed vehicle (LSV/NEV)

AC – One or more versions 
 of this vehicle are 
 available with an 
 AC powered drive system

Colleges/Universities | Campgrounds | Resorts | Parks | Manufacturing | Military Bases | Marinas | Hospitals | Warehousing | Zoos | Sporting Complexes | Cemeteries | Nurseries | Train Stations | Airports | Refineries | Government Facilities | Personal Transportation   AND MORE

 SUMMIT-4

 º 4 passengers
 º Safety glass windshield
 º Integral steel roof

LSV AC

 LEGACY

 º Street or Links editions
 º 2 or 4 passengers
 º Classic styling

LSV

 SUMMIT-2

 º 2 passengers
 º Adjustable bucket seats
 º Golf or touring models

LSV AC

 EAGLE

 º Golf or Personal use models
 º Aluminum or steel frame rails
 º Innovative styling
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